Conference Programme

Monday, August 13th

*Educational Forum*, M402, all day

*Doctoral Forum*, D511, all day

*Registration*: 9:00-10:30, 13:00-13:30 and 15:00-15:30

*Reception for "early arrivers" at Stadsbiblioteket*, hosted by the City Library of Borås (Kulturhuset/Sturegatan 35), 18:30-19:30

Tuesday, August 14th

9:30

*Opening (M202)* - Chair Katriina Byström

*Welcome* - Rector Lena Nordholm

*Keynote (M202):*  
*The informational turn: the implications of digital research objects for the humanities and social sciences*  
- Paul Wouters

*Registration*: 8:30-9:30 and 10:40-11:00 (in the entrance hall of the University Library)

10:40

*Coffee/Tea break* (outside of conference room M202)

11:00

*Session 1 (M202)*  
*Session Chair:* Lars Höglund

**Revisiting** the user-centered turn in information science research: an intellectual history perspective - Sanna Talja & Jenna Hartel

**Participatory** networks: the library as conversation - R. David Lankes, Joanne Silverstein, Scott Nicholson & Todd Marshall

**Arguments** for the bibliographical paradigm - Birger Hjørland
12:30  
*Lunch* (in the University College cafeteria ("the Green Room"))

13:30  
**Session 2** (M202)  
*Session Chair:* Ragnar Nordlie  
**Hidden** bias to responsible bias: an approach to information systems based on Haraway’s situated knowledges - Melanie Feinberg  
**A synergistic** alternative of Readers’ advisory services: managing customer knowledge - Hsia-Ching Chang & Terrence Maxwell  
**Tracking** government web sites for information integration - Yang Sok Kim & Byeong Ho Kang

13:30  
**Session 3** (M402)  
*Session Chair:* Sanna Talja  
**Settings**, arenas and boundary objects: socio-material framings of information practices - Theresa Anderson  
**What** is in a turn? - Jan Nolin  
**Information** professionals' attitude toward the adoption of innovations in everyday life - Debbie L. Rabina & David J. Walczyk

15:00  
*Coffee/Tea break* (outside of conference room M202)

15:30  
**Session 4** (M202)  
*Session Chair:* Reijo Savolainen  
**Resolvability** of references in users' personal collections - Nishikant Kapoor  
**Information** interaction among computer scientists. A longitudinal study - Birgitta Olander

15:30  
**Session 5** (M402)  
*Session Chair:* Jan Nolin  
"What's past is prologue": towards general model of lay information mediary behaviour - Jennie A. Abrahamson and Karen E. Fisher  
**Understanding** knowledge genesis by means of multivariate factor analysis of epistemological belief structures - Douglas Colbeck

16:30  
*Poster Session & Reception* (in the entrance hall of the University Library)

**Wednesday, August 15th**

9:30  
**Keynote (M202):**  
*Session chair:* Katriina Byström

10:15  
*Coffee/Tea break* (outside of conference room M202)
10:30  
**Session 6 (M202)**  
*Session Chair:* Gunilla Widen-Wulff  
**The public** library: from information access to knowledge management – a theory of knowledge and knowledge categories - Lars Qvortrup  
**Strategic** reflexive conversation – a new theoretical-practice field within LIS - Michael René Kristiansson  
**Panel session** Discourse analytic approaches in information research - moderator Michael Olsson

12:30  
*Lunch* (in the University College cafeteria (“the Green Room”))

13:30  
**Session 7 (M202)**  
*Session Chair:* Lars Seldén  
**What** a social capital perspective can bring to the understanding of information sharing in a university context - Anna-Karin Tötterman & Gunilla Widen-Wulff  
**Public** libraries, social capital and low intensive meeting places - Ragnar Andreas Audunson, Andreas Vårheim, Erling Døkk-Holm & Svanhild Aabø

14:30  
*Coffee/Tea break* (outside of conference room M202)

15:00  
**Session 9 (M202)**  
*Session Chair:* Ragnar Audunsson  
**The handicap** principle: a new perspective for LIS research - Jeppe Nicolaisen & Tove Faber Frandsen  
**Larp** environments as Information systems: an introduction - J. Tuomas Harviainen  
**Digital** music and generation Y: discourse analysis of the online music information behavior talk of five young Australians - Justine Carlisle

18:00  
*Visit at Library Museum* (Sturegatan 36)

18:30  
*Conference Dinner at Stadshushallen* (Kungsgatan 55)
Thursday, August 16th

9:30  **Keynote(M202):**  *LIS as a research domain: problems and prospects* - Andrew Dillon  
*Session Chair:* Katriina Byström

10:15  *Coffee/Tea break* (outside of conference room M202)

10:30  *Session 11 (M202)*  
*Session Chair:* Louise Limberg  
**Defining** the Information Disciplines in Encyclopedia Development - Marcia J. Bates  
**Critical** theory and the legitimation of LIS - Gerald Benoit  
**Panel Session:** Deans of LIS Schools – moderator Birger Hjørland.  
*Speakers:* Harry Bruce (USA), David E. Fenske (USA), Leif Qvortrup (Denmark)

12:30  *Lunch* (in the University College cafeteria (“the Green Room”))

13:30  *Session 12 (M202)*  
*Session Chair:* Anders Frenander  
**Information** as self-organised complexity: a unifying viewpoint - David Bawden  
**Conceptualizing** oral documents - Deborah Turner  

14:45  *Closing (M202)* - Birger Hjørland

*Our sponsors:*